RE:SOURCE/ a dance retreat by Lorena
RE:SOURCE is a dance retreat that aims to provide you with high quality
training by motivated teachers alongside the possibility to take time off
from everyday life and exchange with other dancers in a relaxed,
non-competitive atmosphere surrounded by pure nature and the
Mediterranean culture. Here you can connect with your creative dancing
self and come back home boosted with energy. Lessons will take place at
Boženka’s Dance “Studio by the Sea” in Plakias, southern Crete, and are
given by Boženka as a guest teacher and Lorena.
There are 15 hours of lessons in total, starting from Thursday 2nd.to
Saturday 4th.of June 2022
We will focus on the following topics:
Boženka: Oriental dance technique à la Boženka and Baladi
Lorena : Oriental dance technique, rhythm training with combos, choreography
and theory inputs
Level: from high-intermediate level upwards
What is included?
Group transport from Heraklion (HER) or Chania (CHN) to Plakias on Wednesday
and respectively back on Sunday- One welcome drink on Wednesday night at
Beach Bar Mes tin Ammo 15 hours of classes from Thursday to SaturdayVegetarian lunch during the three days of classes - Farewell get-together on
Saturday night with dinner (vegetarian)
Cost: 580 EUR – limited number of places available
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Important notice:
There will be no breakfast, dinner or accommodation organized by the hosts
although we provide a list of recommendations where to stay in Plakias.The
best option is Air BnB. In the private Facebook group for the retreat, it
will be possible to communicate and maybe find a roommate for the days of
the course. The list with recommended accommodations will also be published
within a private group.

ABOUT Boženka:
Boženka is a leading representative of the Oriental Dance, the “Raqs
Sharqi”. Her distinguished elegance and her classic and earthy technique
have made Boženka a super star in this field of dance. The charismatic yet
unpretentious Boženka is loved and admired worldwide as one of the most
sought-after instructors, mentors and coaches in the art of oriental dance.
Her special teaching technique and her wonderful spirit make her
workshops/performances a fulfilling and motivating experience. An exemplary
artist and role model, Boženka sets her standards higher with every
performance and workshop.
*Private classes with Boženka
Those arriving a bit earlier or staying a little bit longer in Crete will
have the opportunity to book private lessons with Boženka. Prices and topics
should be arranged directly with her. Please contact her through her e-mail:
bozenkabiz@yahoo.com or via Facebook Messenger to Bozenka Arencibia.
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ABOUT Lorena:
Elegance with passion and temperament, exquisite technique and profound
musicality, preserving the spirit of oriental dance in every movement –
that’s Lorena! Due to her knowledge about Middle Eastern Dance art and
culture as well as her many years of experience as a performing artist
and dance teacher she is one of the most popular instructors and
performers in Europe.
Enrollment:
Please refer to the registration form (search within documents) and send an
email with the required information to info@lorenagaleano.com. Your
place will be definitely reserved by transferring 50% of the total
amount of the fee (290 EUR) via bank transfer, TwinT (only Switzerland),
PayPal or SumUp (please be aware that by paying through PayPal or SumUp
you should add 8 EUR/9 CHF to the transaction, otherwise any charges
due to the transaction will be added up to the remaining balance). The
remaining balance should be payed via bank transfer, TwinT, PayPal or
SumpUp until Monday before the event.
Cancellation policy:
The place reservation is binding. Please be aware that there is no
possibility to refund the enrollment fee for this event. A cancellation
is only possible within special circumstances or in case of sickness
with a doctor’s notice. But you are allowed to transfer your reservation
for the event to any other dancer who would like to take your place. The
organizer of this event keeps the right to cancel the event due to a
lack of students (up to three weeks before the event’s start) or due to
mayor circumstances (as for example Covid-19)/natural disaster. In this
case, the enrollment fee will be refunded to every participant. Any
kind of fee charged to participants for cancelling an accommodation or
flights remains under their own responsibility.
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